DADO STOP™
WATCH THE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO:
microjig.com/ds-video

Setting up the MATCHFIT Dado Stop
for creating perfect dados.

HOW TO MAKE JOINERIES/DADOS
WITH THE MATCHFIT DADO STOP
The Dado Stop must be used with the MATCHFIT Dovetail Clamp, sold separately.

WARNING! Your MATCHFIT Dado Stop is designed to be used in conjunction
with a tablesaw. Make sure you are familiar with the operation of your saw before
attempting any of the techniques presented within this manual. MICROJIG Inc.
assumes no liability for any product not manufactured by it. The user must take
all necessary precautions when operating a tablesaw or any other tools as
recommended by their manufacturers and as required by any prudent tool user.

Our 3-Year Warranty protects you against any manufacturer defects.
Warranty Registration: microjig.com/support/warranty-registration

STEP 1: SET THE BLADE KERF

A
Clamp a piece of scrap to the miter
gauge. Trim off the edge with the blade
you will be using for your crosscut dado.

B
Unplug the saw. Attach the Dado Stop to
your rip fence using a MATCHFIT Dovetail
Clamp. Adjust the rip fence so Leg #1
is gently touching the right side of the
carbide teeth at the front of the saw blade.
Reference 1.1 ALIGN BLADE (R)

C
Leg #1 of the Dado Stop is exactly 3” in
length. Set your rip fence scale cursor to
exactly 3”. Now your fence gauge will
read accurately for this blade.
Reference 1.1 ALIGN BLADE (R)

D
Adjust Leg #2 in front of the blade
until touching the edge of the scrap
trimmed earlier.
Reference 1.2 ALIGN BLADE (L)

DADO STOP™
STEP 2: SET THE INLAY MATERIAL WIDTH
Reset the rip fence back from the blade
and set a square across the Dado Stop
aligned off the side of Leg #2.
Reference 2.1 SET DADO (L)
Place a piece of the stock that will be
fitted into the dado against the square.
Adjust Leg #3 until it touches the piece

E

Reference 2.2 SET DADO (R)

STEP 3: CUTTING THE DADO Refer to

F

G

Cutting the first shoulder. Put stock against Cutting the second shoulder. Put stock
Leg #1. Make your cut.
against Leg #3. Make your cut.
Reference 3.1 CUT DADO (R)

Reference 3.2 CUT DADO (L)

H
Repeat cuts to remove material between
the shoulders.

I
Insert the inlay material from STEP 2

Using the Dado Stop
as a crosscut stop.
A rip fence/miter gauge combination
should NEVER be used for crosscutting.
The material trapped between the fence
and blade will kick back. The Dado Stop
can be used as a safe and effective
crosscut stop.
The precise 3” length of the Dado Stop allows you to accurately set the rip fence scale.
Set Leg #1 gently against the blade. Reference 1.1 ALIGN BLADE (R) Set the scale
cursor on the rip fence to exactly 3”. Now, move your fence to desired cut width (+3”).
Move the stock so that it gently touches Leg #1. Make your cut. Repeat as necessary.

WARRANTY REGISTRATION: Register your product at microjig.com/warranty
Explore more about MATCHFIT Dadostop: Visit microjig.com/dadostop
MATCHFIT is a trademark of MICROJIG. A true Micro Jig innovation. © 2019 US MICROJIG.com

